INTRODUCTION
============

Over the last few years, due to the popularization of high-throughput methodologies such as transcriptomics (microarrays), proteomics, large-scale genotyping, ultra high-throughput sequencing, etc. ([@B1]), the possibility of obtaining experimental data has increased drastically. There has been a parallel demand in methods for the interpretation of the results, which involves translating these data into useful biological knowledge. The methods and strategies used for this interpretation are in continuous evolution and new proposals are constantly arising ([@B2]).

Initially, methods for testing the enrichment in functional annotations in a set of pre-selected genes with respect to a reference set have been developed by different groups in the last years. Most recently, a new family of methods pioneered by the GSEA ([@B3]) that aim to detect the behaviour of modules or sets of genes related by any biological property of interest (function, regulation, etc.) have been proposed and successfully applied to different biological systems ([@B2],[@B4]).

Although some of the components of Babelomics have been working since 2003 \[e.g. the FatiGO algorithm was first published in 2004 ([@B5])\] the idea of assembling different methods (functional enrichment and gene set enrichment methods) with a large number of functional module definitions crystallized as the Babelomics project, which was first published in 2005 ([@B6],[@B7]). This new version of Babelomics includes new methods and new module definitions of different nature (functional, regulatory, phenotypic, etc.). Also a new tool for the '*de novo*' functional annotation of sequences, the Blast2GO ([@B8]), has been included in the system. This allows analysing organisms yet unannotated within the program. In terms of technology, Babelomics has been re-engineered and transformed to web services technology and Web 2.0 features have been included in its design. Babelomics has a new interface that allows the definition of persistent sessions and asynchronous use (a program can be left running and users can come back later to see the results).
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SOURCES OF BIOLOGICAL INFORMATION FOR DEFINING GENE MODULES
===========================================================

Functional profiling methods depend upon the definition of gene modules based on biological properties of interest, whose differential behaviour is analysed. Different types of gene modules can be used depending on the type of biological information used. Babelomics uses the definition of functional modules biological terms extracted from the GO ([@B9]), KEGG ([@B10]), BioCarta (<http://>[www.biocarta.com](www.biocarta.com)/) and Interpro ([@B11]) repositories.

Text mining technologies offer the possibility of defining new types of functional modules. Typically, the relationships between different biomedical entities and genes are estimated on the basis of their co-occurrences in sentences ([@B12]). Babelomics includes two interesting functional aspects: disease-related and chemical terms. Gene modules associated with diseases or disease symptoms as well as gene modules associated to different chemical entities (drugs, toxics, etc.) can be defined in this way. In opposition to the conventional gene modules, the modules defined by co-citation scores are not discrete, but continuous entities \[see ([@B13]) for details\].

Information of regulatory nature can be found in different repositories such as Transfac ([@B14]) or CisRed ([@B15]). This information can be used to define regulatory modules. Details on the way the modules are defined can be found in ([@B6]). Also, levels of regulation other than purely transcriptional can be considered by including information of miRNAs, whose role in the negative regulation of the expression of their target genes has recently been demonstrated ([@B16]). miRNA target genes can be considered a special type of regulatory modules. Information on miRNA target genes can be extracted from miRBase ([@B17]).

Gene expression data already available in databases can be employed to define tissue- or phenotype-specific gene expression profiles that can be used to check the similarity to the experimental observation to the profile of healthy or diseased tissues. SAGE Tag libraries from the Cancer Genome Anatomy Project (comprising a total of 279 human libraries of 29 tissues and 190 mouse libraries from 26 tissues, available at <http://cgap.nci.nih.gov/SAGE>) and gene expression data from the Genomics Institute of the Novartis Foundation (comprising a total of 79 human tissues and 61 mouse tissues with normal histology available at <http://wombat.gnf.org/index.html>) were used here.

Although some module definitions are restricted to humans, the most common ones (GO, Interpro and Transfac) are available for several model organisms (*Anopheles gambiae*, *Arabidopsis thaliana*, *Bos taurus*, *Caenorhabditis elegans, Danio rerio*, *Drosophila melanogaster*, *Gallus gallus*, *Homo sapiens*, *Mus musculus, Rattus norvegicus* and *Saccharomyces cerevisiae*), and have been cross-referenced using Ensembl ([@B18]) identifiers.

In addition to the modules available, Babelomics allow users to define their own gene modules. In a straightforward manner, a file containing the correspondences between genes and annotations (user-defined module labels) can be provided to the program. This allows using customized versions of conventional annotations or even defining completely new annotations so as Babelomics can build up gene modules based on such annotations.

TESTING STRATEGIES IN FUNCTIONAL PROFILING
==========================================

Functional enrichment
---------------------

Functional enrichment methods aim to test the enrichment in any given biological property within a group of genes previously selected in a high-throughput experiment. Typical pre-selection processes applied in this first step are differential gene expression, gene co-expression (clustering) or predictive signatures ([@B19]). The biological properties of interest are represented by gene modules as defined above. Enrichment of the selected genes in a given module is tested in a second, independent step, by means of Fisher\'s exact test for 2 × 2 contingency tables ([@B20],[@B21]). Other similar tests, such as the hypergeometric, *χ*^2^ and binomial, can also be applied and are considered to give similar results ([@B20]). When the entity tested for enrichment is not a discrete class but a continuous variable, such as in the case of text mining-based bioentities, the test used is Kolmogorow-Smirnov. Since many tests are conducted in order to check all the gene modules, adjustment for multiple testing, such as FDR ([@B22]) of others, is used here. See reviews in ([@B2]).

Gene set analysis (GSA)
-----------------------

There are different methods (collectively known as GSA methods), which provide a more sensitive approach to functional profiling. GSEA ([@B3]) that use a non-parametrical version of a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, is the most popular among them. There are a considerable number of GSA methods ([@B2],[@B4]), many of them available as tools ([Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). Babelomics implements a second generation version of GSA methods, the segmentation test Fatiscan ([@B23]), which has the advantage of being independent from both the type of experiment that generated the data and from the experimental design. This major advantage allows applying it to different microarray-based experimental designs (case control, multiclass, survival, etc.) or even to other type of data (e.g. large-scale genotyping, evolutionary analysis, etc.) ([@B24]).

Gene modules defined using text mining-derived functional annotations related to medical terms and chemical compounds can also be used under a GSA perspective. Babelomics includes such a tool ([@B13]), being this new addition a novelty unique to the this package.

Testing through the GO hierarchy
--------------------------------

Another important aspect particular to gene modules defined using GO annotations is the way in which the structure of the ontology is taken into account. Many programs test each GO module independently, which do not respect dependencies between the GO terms. This constitutes a major drawback given that the true path rule (each term in GO shares all the annotations of all of its descendants) is ignored in this case. Other programs partly circumvent the problem by selecting a particular level of the GO hierarchy and analyse the gene annotations at this level ([@B5],[@B25]), use a 'slim' ontology which is a reduced set of terms with more informative content ([@B26]) or even try to find the optimal and more informative level for each case ([@B27]). Here the enrichment analysis is carried out at different levels and finally, the deepest (the more detailed definition) level at which significance is found is reported. This strategy increases the power of the enrichment tests ([@B2],[@B28]).

TECHNICAL IMPROVEMENTS
======================

Internal re-engineering and the new session interface
-----------------------------------------------------

Babelomics has been completely re-engineered and now it is based on SOAP web services and on new Web 2.0 technology features such as AJAX. This has facilitated the design of a new interface that allows asynchronous use, as well as projects, jobs and user management. Thus, the users can choose between the traditional anonymous sessions without login in (as in previous versions) or to log into the new environment with username and password. This new environment offers persistent sessions in which data keep stored as well as different facilities for tracking of the operations performed. Both options are free.

Also the code for the functional enrichment and the GSA modules has been improved with an evident increase in their speeds.

File and data formats and new data conversion facilities
--------------------------------------------------------

Babelomics can be used directly from the GEPAS ([@B29],[@B30]) to produce the functional annotation of microarray experiments. In this case, GEPAS sends the data in the required format without the necessity of user\'s intervention. Babelomics can be used alone. In this case there are two data formats for the two main types of analysis. For functional enrichment two lists of gene or protein identifiers are required. These are text files with a gene or protein identifier per line. In the case of GSA the input is a text file with two columns (separated by tabulators). The first column contains gene or protein identifiers and the second one contains the value that represents the hypothesis to be tested (e.g. differential expression according to a *t*-test, survival according to a Cox regression, association to a disease according to an association test for SNPs, etc.).

Babelomics accepts all the standard gene and protein identifiers, which makes it suitable for the analysis of proteomics experiments too. Actually, an improved tool for protein and gene ID conversion including a large number of species and databases has been implemented. More species and gene references have been added and now the converter tool supports \>10 species and \>40 ID references for human (including SNP and orthologous information). Besides the web interface a public web service API is provided, allowing anyone to access the data from their code.

Also gene annotation correspondence tables can be imported, which allows the use of user-defined functional modules. Again the file format is very simple. It is a text file with two columns separated by tabulators. The first column contains gene identifiers and the second one contains the corresponding annotations, from which gene modules will be built up by Babelomics. Such annotations are arbitrary names and define categorical classes.

FUNCTIONAL ANNOTATION OF UNKNOWN SEQUENCES
==========================================

A major drawback of many functional analysis tools is that they can only be applied to organisms with functional information available in public databases often leaving aside non-model organisms. In order to overcome this limitation we included a new module within Babelomics which allows the functional annotation of (novel) sequence data in an automatic and high-throughput manner. This module integrates the Blast2GO annotation method ([@B8]), which provides homology-based transfer of Gene Ontology terms to uncharacterized sequences. Blast2GO uses BLAST ([@B31]) on FASTA-formatted DNA or protein sequences to find homologues. Multiple hits per query sequence are then mapped to their existing GO annotations. An annotation rule further selects the functional terms appropriate for the query sequence from the pool of candidate annotations. The rule takes into account the degree of homology, the length and hit coverage percentage of the matching region, the annotation evidence of existing functional information and the hierarchical structure of the gene ontology. All these parameters can be adjusted by the user permitting customized annotation configurations.

Once the sequences have been annotated they are available in the user session to be used in any of the Babelomics options.

GENE MODULE-RELATED TOOLS
=========================

Filters
-------

Babelomics allows for sub-selection of gene annotations, in which gene modules are based, in order to test hypothesis in a more focused and sensitive manner. Removing from the analysis modules whose testing is unnecessary and superfluous increases the power of the tests in the multiple-testing adjustment step. An interactive component allows selecting subsets of annotations in any of the repositories used based on keywords and on the size of the gene module defined by them. In the particular case of GO, there is the possibility of using the level of the DAG and the evidence code as filtering criteria.

GO-Graphviewer
--------------

Another interesting feature is the graphical viewer of the GO hierarchy. This tool generates joined gene ontology graphs to create overviews of the functional context of groups of sequences. Interactive graph visualization allows the navigation of large and unwieldy graphs often generated when trying to biologically explore large sets of sequence annotations. Zoom and graph navigation is provided through the tool.

Graph colouring and highlighted information content are provided through a colour scale proportional to annotation weight. A term annotation weight can be computed as the number of genes annotated to that GO term or as an annotation confluence score. This confluence score (Node-Score) takes into account the number of genes converging at one GO term and penalizes by the distance to the term where each sequence actually was annotated. Assigned sequences and Node-Scores can be also displayed at the terms level.

COMPARISON TO OTHER AVAILABLE TOOLS
===================================

There are a large number of web-based tools for functional profiling, which demonstrates the importance of this issue and the demand of tools to address it. We have used Scholar Google citations as a measure of the impact of each tool in scientific community and of its dissemination. This index constitutes an indirect estimation of the citation in papers. [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"} shows (for weekly updated table see <http://bioinfo.cipf.es/docus/tools-citations/functional_profiling>) that the most popular tool by far is the GSEA ([@B3],[@B32]), designed for GSA. Only four tools surpass the threshold of 400 citations (GSEA ([@B3],[@B32]), DAVID ([@B33]), GOminer ([@B34],[@B35]) and Babelomics ([@B6],[@B7])), and only three more have received over 200 citations \[MAPPfinder ([@B36]), GOStat ([@B25]) and Ontotools ([@B37])\]. The first four web tools monopolize the 60% of the total number of citations, proportion that rises up to 80% if the next three are considered. It is worth noting that only two tools offer the possibility of performing both, functional enrichment and GSA, types of analysis: Babelomics ([@B6],[@B7]) and FuncAssociate ([@B38]). Obviously, any citation index is affected by the date in which the paper was published. Consequently, GSA methods, which are newer, are affected by this fact.

CONCLUSIONS
===========

Babelomics is a long-term project that started in 2004 with the publication of the FatiGO ([@B5]), which is now a constituent part of the package. Later, different methods (functional enrichment and gene set enrichment methods) along with a number of functional module definitions were assembled as the prototype ([@B6],[@B7]) of today\'s Babelomics project. This project aims to provide the scientific community with an advanced set of tools for the functional profiling of high-throughput transcriptomic, genomic and proteomic data, without renouncing to a user-friendly and intuitive use. As the Functional Genomics node of the Spanish Institute of Bioinformatics (INB, <http://www.inab.org>) and being part of the Spanish Network of Cancer (RTICC, <http://www.rticcc.org>) and the Network of Centres for Research in Rare Diseases (CIBERER, <http://www.ciberer.es>) we have a direct contact with researchers who provided us much of the feedback necessary to make Babelomics a useful tool.

This new version of Babelomics includes new methods and new module definitions of different nature (functional, regulatory, phenotypic, etc.). Also a new tool for the '*de novo*' functional annotation of sequences, the Blast2GO ([@B8]), has been included in the system. Innovative visualization methods and new interfaces have been implemented in order to improve the presentation of the results, an important aspect in the analysis of genome scale experiments.

Babelomics is running in a high-end cluster with 10 dedicated Intel XEON Quad-Core CPUs at 2.0 GHz (summing up a total of 40 cores) with a large amount of RAM (total 60 GB).

Although there are many alternatives for the functional profiling of high-throughput experiments ([Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}), Babelomics is a widely used tool which offers a combination of features that makes it unique among other similar resources available.
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